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Abstract
A study on fractal geometry based image compression has been carried out in Red-Green-Blue (RGB), Hue Saturation
Intensity (HIS) and modified HSI colour space and a comparative study has been carried out on Lena and Pine images.
The modified HSI scheme incorporates the concept of non linearity in the saturation of the colour in the image. The nonlinear model of HSI scheme is more realistic approach than the traditional HSI colour space. The output results have
been obtained in the form of compressed image. In modified non-linear model, the processing speed and Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) have been found to yield greater value compared to the other method but compression ratio has been
obtained with lower values. The non-linear saturation, despite being a more realistic phenomenon, the self-similarity in
the image may be lower and this may be considered as the major reason for lower compression ratio and higher processing
speed.

Keywords: Fractal Compression, Hue Saturation Intensity (HSI) Space, Modified HSI Scheme, Red-Green-Blue (RGB)
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1. Introduction

Fractal geometry has been found to be important for
the compression of the images of irregular shape like
snow bobs, clouds, arson, typhoon, tornado, hurricane,
flame, tree leaves, mountain, and fountain etc1.The major
strength of this technique lies in the inherent capacity to
achieve high compression ratio and preserving ability of
its original appearance following affine transformation.
Fractal coding is a lossy compression technique used
normally for gray scale image through rectangular range
and domain blocks2. The block segmentation may be conveniently achieved by quad tree sub-division approach
which means the image plane is consecutively divided
into four equal areas until matching is achieved between
range and domain blocks. The matching has been
achieved in order to get compression by iterated func*Author for correspondence

tion system3. Subsequently a better algorithm based On
Partition Iterated Function System (PIFS) was proposed2
and it was found to yield higher and significant compression. In later stages, a number of studies4-19, have been
made to improve the coding efficiency and reducing the
encoding time. In20 a notable work has been done on color
image for improving the quality of retrieved image during
decoding of fractal images and whole coding approach
was based on isosceles triangle segmentation instead of
customary quad tree approach. Color imaging and processing have been gradually important with the advent of
multimedia technology and internetworking system. The
problem of color image is that it occupies at least three
times more memory space compared to gray scale images
for storage device which also needs higher processing
time and transformation time or broad bandwidth of the
transmission channel. Most common methods to encode
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a color image are to split the image it into red, green and
blue channels and to compress them separately. The basic
problem of Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color space is that
the colour components are correlated with each other
and signal intensity (Luminance part) and color content
(Chrominance part) are co-related and indistinguishable
even if one breaks them into three separate color channels.
In the present study, Hue Saturation Intensity (HSI)
color space is taken to do fractal based compression of
coloured. In this scheme hue contains various colours like
red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, orange etc. and saturation
indicates purity of color when intensity component is the
gray level of the gray scale images.
In the standard HSI (HSV or HSB, or HSL) colour
space, the variation of saturation in the colour image is
considered to vary linearly. It renders further effect on
visualization smoothness in colour purity distribution. In
realistic case, saturation variation rarely occurs in a linear fashion. These come out of the factors of having the
non linear property of colour sensor devices (like charge
coupled device etc.) built in the digital cameras. The
non-linear model may also occur due to thermal noises
due to temperature variation on camera sensors. In the
present study, three types of variation of colour saturation in the image plane have been studied, viz. sinusoidal,
truncated exponential and truncated polynomial. These
are not exhaustive, but only cited as possible choices. The
relevant formulas for those have been presented in the following section. In the field of coloured image processing,
already many researchers carried out their studies with
HSI model with linear variation of saturation21, but any
study on coloured image compression using fractal based
geometry is not described yet in the available reports.
Fractal coding of two color images have been done
following quad tree and isosceles triangle based segmentation approach. It has been found that the proposed study
has yielded better Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),
lower compression ratio and lower processing time.
The paper has been organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the mathematical formula related
to fractal compression and compression for mile from
RGB space to HSI space. Section 3 describes the proposed
approach of compression done separately. Section 4 has
shown the experimental results and Section 5 presents the
conclusion and Section 6 presents the references.

2
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2. Mathematical Background
2.1 Fractal Compression
A fractal may be represented by the set of equations22:

(1)

A fractal is generated when equation (1) is recursively
iterated starting with an initial value of pixel location (x,
y) on the image plane. The, a, b, c, d matrix indicates the
rotation and skewing operations and e, f determine the
translation of the image.
The set {w} is termed an affine transformation or
contractive affine transformation. A fractal may be represented by a set of contractive affine transformation which
are given by,
Wn Pn, n=1, 2, 3………..N

(2)

Where Wn are the affine transformations and Pn
denotes their individual importance. This representation
is generally called IFS coding.
On self similarity concept in fractal based image compression, image blares are seen as rescale and intensely
transformed approximate couples of block found elsewhere in the image plane. The compression ratio is
proportional to the degree of self similarity.
The fractal image compression can be expressed by
following steps:
Step 1: The image under test is partitioned into subimages or range blocks. There may be different scheme
to find such blocks, viz. quad tree partitioning, triangular partitioning, horizontal vertical partitioning,
polygonal partitioning etc. The main aim in fractal
compression is to partition an image into a smaller
number of range blocks which should be similar to
other portion of the image after undergoing different
transformations.
Step 2: The searching of domain block should be done
in a statistical manner. The purpose is to search for
the best domain which will be mapped to a range. A
domain is a region where the transformation mapping
starts and a range is the region where it is mapped.
If the best matched between the largest range blocks
and the transformed domain blocks has got an error
which is found to be greater than the similarity threshold (Based on some heuristic knowledge). The range
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blocks should have similarly with each of these blocks.
Range blocks which cannot be matched within the
similarity threshold continue to partition into smaller
range cells until the maximum number of partition is
obtained. If this limit is touch and the nearest domain
cell does not match a range cell within the said threshold. This area can be termed as anomalous area.
Step 3: When the matching with location is found, various transformations like combination of affine and
luminance transformation are to be computed. The
same can be represented as follows:

where S, θ, and I are indicates the saturation, hue and
intensity respectively.

(3)

Here z indicates the pixel intensity (luminance) at the
location (x, y), and e and f indicate the shift in the position of the range with respect to the domain p and q are
the contrast and luminance adjustment to accomplish the
affine transformation.
Step 4: The foundation of fractal image compression
lies in the construction of the IFS that approximates
the original image. An IFS in terms of set theory and
distance function, is a union of contractive transformation each of which maps into itself. To realize
contractive transformation, the following condition
should hold good:
d (W (P1), W (P2 )) < d (P1, P2) 		

(4)

Figure 1. Representation of double cone HSI color model.

The conversation from RGB space to HSI space is
given below
			

The above equation is true for any metric space.

2.2 RGB to HSI Conversion and HSI to RGB
Conversion
HSI stands for Hue, Saturation and Intensity. Hue represents dominant color as perceived by an observer23. It
is a property associated with the dominant wavelength.
Saturation refers to the relative purity of the amount of
white light mixed with the color content. Intensity reflects
the brightness. HSI decouples the intensity information
from the color, while hue and saturation correspond to
human perception, thus making this representation very
useful for developing image processing algorithms. HSI
color space is a popular color space because it is based on
human color perception.
Figure 1 shows the double cone HSI color model.
This HSI color model can be considered as a double cone,
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(5)
(6)

(7)
Converting colors from HSI to RGB, there are three
applicable equations depend on the values of H. Three
sectors are lying 120°angular interval in the separating
primes.
RG sector (0°≤ H < 120°): When H is this sector, the
RGB components are given by the equations as
				

(8)

		

(9)

			
(10)
GB sector (120°≤ H < 240° ): If the given value of H is
in this sector, we first subtract 120° from it:
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Then the RGB components are

(11)

				

(12)

		

(13)

				

(14)

B=3I-

BR sector (240°≤ H < 360° ): Finally, if H is in this
range, we subtract 240° from it:
				
Then the RGB components are:
			

(15)

(16)

		

(17)

				

(18)

2.3 Assumption for Non-Linear Saturation
Model

on the value of the exponent. Formula dictates that higher
value of exponent would lead to fall of saturation at faster
rate. The third formula shows a polynomial where the
values of coefficients an’s would ultimately decide the fall.
Further, the value of saturation does not necessarily fall to
zero value at the axis of the cone and it is valid for all the
above three cases.

3. Proposed Method for Fractal
Coding Based on Quad-tree and
Isosceles Triangle Segmentation
Hue Saturation intensity color space is an uncorrelated
system unlike to RGB system. Here only scope for fractal
compression is to treat each channel separately followed
by the standard fractal compression algorithm. The range
and domain blocks are chosen according to two geometric dimensions viz. quad tree and isosceles triangle based
segmentation.
The geometric affine transformation is carried out
according to the equations (2) and intensively transformation is done by taking the average value of two
neighborhood pixels of the matched shrink image. For
isosceles triangle segmentation method, the earlier

The non-linear saturation of colour is assumed to be represented by the three following expressions:
(19)
Where
(20)
(21)
It is known to the scientist community that in most of
the natural or uncontrolled event are basically non linear
in nature whereas the linear variation of such an event or
quality is an idealistic concept. Saturation of colour in any
colour image varies from 0 to 1 and in realistic case; they
do not vary in a linear manner with respect to space. The
non linearity has been modeled in the present paper in
three ways. The variation in first case is sinusoidal which,
although may not be frequently realizable, still its range
of variation falls within the describable range i.e. from 0
to 1. In the second case, exponential variation with negative exponent maximum value of saturation would be
found at the periphery of the cone model of HSI scheme.
Saturation value will decrease exponentially depending
4
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Figures 2 (a). The color image encoding process based on
HSI and quad tree approach
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Figures 2 (b).The color image encoding process based on
HSI and Isosceles triangle segmentation

Figures 2 (d). The color image encoding process based on
modified HSI and Isosceles triangle segmentation

method of20 is followed. Here the compression process is
carried out for each channel and this also entails non-linear
saturation channel. The operation is done independently
as HSI space does not involve any interdependence or corelation between the channels. The computation time is in
HSI space is smaller than that obtained in RGB schemes
where processing of fractal coding was done separately
i.e. without considering the co-relation between them.
Images were decoded according to the method of20 as it
can easily be applicable for both quad tree and triangular segmentation approaches. Figure 2 (a), (b), (c) and (d)
show the color image encoding process based on HSI with
quad tree approach, encoding process based on HSI with
Isosceles triangle segmentation, encoding process based
on modified HSI with quad tree approach, and encoding
process based on modified HSI with Isosceles triangle
segmentation respectively.

4. Results and Discussions
Figures 2 (c).The color image encoding process based on
modified HSI with quad tree approach
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The proposed method has considered two digital images
viz. Lena and pine (256× 256 ×3) to enable comparison
with the earlier studies. The simulation work has been
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come out with Mat lab 2014 b in Windows 7 operating
system.
Original and compressed image of Lena, original and
compressed image of Pine have been shown in Figures3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), respectively for quad tree
approach. The original and compressed image of Lena,
original and compressed Pine images following isosceles
triangle geometry have been shown in Figures 4(a), 4(b),
4(c) and 4(d), respectively. The decoded images of Lena
and Pine are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

4 (c)
4(d)
Figure 4. (a) The original image of Lena, (b) the compressed
image of Lena, (c) show the original image of Pine and (d)
the compressed image of Pine for Isosceles triangle approach

Figures 5 (a) and (b) show the original images, Figures
5 (c) and (d) show the composite image and Figures 5 (e)
and (f), show the retrieved images of Lena and Pine for
HIS with quad tree approach. More over Figures 6 (a) and
(b) show the original images, Figures 6 (c) and (d) show
the composite and Figures 6 (e) and (f) show the retrieved
images of Lena and Pine for HSI with Isosceles Triangle
approach.
3(a)

(3b)

3(c)

3(d)

Figure 3. (a), (c) The original images of Lena and Pine, (b)
and (d) the compressed images of Lena and Pine for quad
tree approach and based on HSI model

4(a)
6
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4(b)

5(a)

5(b)

5(c)

5(d)
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Figures 7 (a) and (b) show the original images, Figures
7 (c) and (d) show the composite image and Figures 7 (e)
and (f), show the retrieved images of Lena and Pine for
modified HIS with quad tree approach. More over Figures
8 (a) and (b) show the original images, Figures 8 (c) and
(d) show the composite and Figures 8 (e) and (f) show the
retrieved images of Lena and Pine for modified HSI with
Isosceles Triangle approach.
5(e)

5(f)

Figure 5 (a), (b). The original images Lena and Pine, (c),
(d) the composite images of Lena and Pine and (e), (f) the
retrieved images of Lena and Pine for HSI with quad tree
approach

6(a)

7(b)

7(c)

7(d)

7(e)

7 (f)

6(b)

6 (c)

6(d)

6(e)

6(f)

Figures 6. (a) (b) The original images of Lena and Pine, (c),
(d) the composite images of Lena and Pine and (e), (f) the
retrieved images of Lena and Pine for HSI with Isosceles
triangle approach
Vol 9 (37) | October 2016 | www.indjst.org

7(a)

Figure 7 (a), (b). The original images Lena and Pine, (c),
(d) the composite images of Lena and Pine and (e), (f) the
retrieved images of Lena and Pine for modified HSI with
quad tree approach
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8(a)

8(b)

8 (c)

8(d)

8(e)

8(f)

The results are shown in Table 1 PSNR, encoding time
and compression ratio using the proposed and earlier
methods.
As shown in the Table 1, the proposed method has
lower processing time and lower compression ratio compared to those obtained by2 where 4×4 size for block
segmentation was followed. The isosceles triangle method
has far better compression ratio and PSNR for H, S and I
components. The processing time is also found to be less
in normal HSI scheme for 4×4 block and triangle geometry. Out of these, the latter has produced better perform
parameters. As compression ratio slightly values intensely
with the number of range blocks, the compression ratio
is found to be slightly higher in the approach of Jaquin
where the number of square range blocks were much less
than the triangular block approach. Still, HSI scheme out
performs separate RGB scheme in term of PSNR, processing time and compression ratio.

Figures 8. (a) (b) The original images of Lena and Pine, (c),
(d) the composite images of Lena and Pine and (e), (f) the
retrieved images of Lena and Pine for modified HSI with
Isosceles Triangle approach

Although the emphasis of the present study was laid
down on the efficiency of compression using fractal
geometry, image recovery was also achieved to verify the
strength of the algorithms involved and their applicability. The quality of image is evaluated by PSNR24. PSNR is
calculated by the following equation.
(22)
Where M×N is the size of the image, Xij and
pixel values of original and reconstructed
image at position (i,j). Normally better image quality
implies larger value of PSNR.

8
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Figures 9. PSNR (dB) for Lena image at RGB coding
separately2 and proposed method (RGB with triangle
segmentation) approach

The results obtained by modified HSI space, it is
found that the PSNR value and processing time are higher
compared to those obtained by normal HSI space; but the
compression ratio is found to be lower in modified HSI
space (for all three polynomial wise variation approach).
This is evident as the non-linearity in saturation of colour
would, in twin, give more dissimilarity with respect to
colour in the coloured image.
Figure 9 shows the comparison of PSNR (dB) for Lena
in RGB space (coding separately)2, and proposed method
(RGB and Triangle segmentation).
From the comparative results in Figure 9, it has been
found that in proposed method (RGB and Triangle segmentation) the value of PSNR (dB) for Lena is increased
compared to RGB space (coding separately)2.
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Figures 10. PSNR (dB) for Pine at RGB coding separately2
and proposed method (RGB with triangle segmentation)
approach

Figures 11.Comparison chart of compression ratio for Lena
image at RGB coding separately2 and proposed method
(RGB with triangle segmentation) approach

for Pine image is slightly enhanced in proposed method
compared to RGB space (coding separately)2 method.
From Figure 11, it has been observed that the compression ratio of Lena image is higher in Proposed
method (RGB and Triangle segmentation) approach than
RGB space (coding separately)2.
Figure 12 Shows the of compression time (sec) for
Lena image at RGB coding separately2, and Proposed
method (RGB and Triangle segmentation) approach.
From the comparison chart it has been observed that
less compression time (sec) required for Lena image in
proposed techniques compared than RGB space (coding
separately)2 approach.
Figure 13 Shows the of compression time (sec) for Pine
image at RGB space (coding separately)3 and Proposed
method (RGB and Triangle segmentation) approach.

Figures 13. Chart of time (sec) for Pine image at RGB
coding separately2 and proposed method (RGB with triangle
segmentation) approach

From the comparison chart, it is seen that the compression time (sec) needed for Pine image is less in
proposed techniques compared with RGB space (coding
separately)2 approach.

Figures 12. Chart of compression time (sec) for Lena image
at RGB coding separately2 and proposed method (RGB with
triangle segmentation) approach

Figure 10 Shows the comparison chart of PSNR (dB)
for Pine image in RGB coding separately2, and proposed
method (RGB and triangle segmentation) approach. From
the comparison chart it has been noticed that PSNR (dB)
Vol 9 (37) | October 2016 | www.indjst.org

Figures 14. Chart of compression ratio for Pine image at
RGB coding separately2 and proposed method (RGB with
triangle segmentation)
Indian Journal of Science and Technology
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Table 1. Comparison between RGB (Separately), HSI method (Proposed) and modified HIS
(proposed) based on Quad-Tree and Isosceles triangle code block segmentation
i) RGB Based Segmentation Approach
RGB coding separately, A.E. Jaquin2

Proposed method (RGB and Triangle
segmentation)

Test images

RGB

PSNR
(dB)

Time
(sec)

Compression
ratio

PSNR
(dB)

Time
(sec)

Compression
ratio

Lena

R

34.58

53

4.129

35.19

52

5. 02

G

34.10

53

36.25

B

33.26

54

37.76

R

31.36

58

54

4.98

G

32.87

53

37.28

B

30.74

54

38.4

Pine

4.129

36.61

ii) HSI Based Segmentation Approach
Proposed method HSI scheme(quad tree)

Proposed method HSI scheme
(Triangle segmentation)

Test images

HSI

PSNR
(dB)

Time
(sec)

Compression
ratio

PSNR
(dB)

Time
(sec)

Compression
ratio

Lena

H

35.12

44

23.13

36.47

43

26.78

S

34.70

42

24.51

37.20

41

27.87

I

33.42

41

23.72

38.10

42

26.75

H

32.52

44

22.68

33.10

42

24.62

S

33.88

42

24.98

36.83

43

25.79

I

30.92

41

25.72

38.14

41

28.88

Pine

iii) Modified HSI Scheme Based Segmentation Approach
Proposed modified HSI scheme(quad tree)
Test
images

Non-linear
saturation

PSNR
(dB)

Time
(sec)

Compression
ratio

PSNR
(dB)

Time
(sec)

Compression
ratio

Lena

Sinusoidal

37.18

39

22.12

38.22

41

25.56

Exponential

35.22

38

23.10

39.42

38

25.76

Polynomial

34.18

39

22.20

39.10

39

24.84

Sinusoidal

36.31

38

21.32

35.90

39

24.11

Exponential

37.43

39

23.34

38.76

38

24.12

Polynomial

34.11

39

23.54

39.88

38

26.44

Pine

10

Proposed modified HIS scheme
(Triangle segmentation)
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From Figures 14, it is clear that compression ratio
slightly increased for Pine image in proposed method
(RGB and Triangle segmentation) approach compared
than RGB space (coding separately)2.

Figure 17. Chart for processing time (sec) for Lena image in
proposed HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed HSI scheme
(triangle segmentation)

Figures 15. Chart of PSNR (dB) for Lena image in proposed
HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed HSI scheme (triangle
segmentation)

Figures 15 shows the comparison chart of PSNR (dB)
for Lena image in proposed HSI scheme (quad tree) and
Proposed HSI scheme (Triangle segmentation), Figures
16, 18 and 20 show comparison chart of PSNR (dB) and
comparison chart of time (sec) and comparison chart
of Compression ratio for Lena image in proposed HSI
scheme (quad tree) and Proposed HSI scheme (Triangle
segmentation). Figures 17 and 19 display comparison
chart of time (sec) and compression ratio for Lena image
in proposed HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed HSI
scheme (Triangle segmentation) approaches.

Figure 16. Chart of PSNR (dB) for Pine image in proposed
HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed HSI scheme (triangle
segmentation)
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Figure 18. Chart for processing time (sec) for pine image in
proposed HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed HSI scheme
(triangle segmentation)

Figures 21and 22 show the compression ratio for Lena
image and compression ratio for Pine image in: 1. RGB
space (coding separately)2, 2. proposed method (RGB
and triangle segmentation) approach, 3. proposed HSI
scheme (quad tree), and 4. proposed HSI scheme (triangle segmentation) respectively.

Figure 19. Compression ratio for Lena image in proposed
HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed HSI scheme (triangle
segmentation)
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Figure 20. Compression ratio for pine image in proposed
HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed HSI scheme (Triangle
segmentation)

12

Figure 23 shows the PSNR value for Lena and Pine
images for proposed modified HSI scheme (quad tree) and
proposed modified HSI scheme (triangle segmentation),
respectively. Figure 24 shows the compression ratio for
Lena and Pine images for proposed modified HSI scheme
(quad tree) and proposed modified HSI scheme (triangle segmentation) respectively and Figures 25 shows the
execution time for Lena and pine images for proposed
modified HSI scheme (quad tree) and proposed modified
HSI scheme (triangle segmentation), respectively.

Figures 21. Compression ratio for Lena image in (1) RGB
coding separately2, (2) proposed method (RGB and triangle
segmentation), (3) proposed HSI scheme (quad tree) and (4)
proposed HSI scheme (triangle segmentation)

Figures 23. PSNR for proposed modified HSI scheme
(quad tree) and proposed modified HSI scheme (triangle
segmentation) for both Lena and Pine images separately

Figures 22. Compression ratio for Pine image in (1) RGB
coding separately2, (2) proposed method (RGB and triangle
segmentation), (3) proposed HSI scheme (quad tree) and (4)
proposed HSI scheme (triangle segmentation)

Figures 24.Compression ratio for proposed modified HSI
scheme (quad tree) and proposed modified HSI scheme
(triangle segmentation) for both Lena and Pine images
separately
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standard and modified HSI scheme compared with traditional RGB colour scheme.

6. References

Figures 25. Execution time for proposed modified HSI
scheme (quad tree) and proposed modified HSI scheme
(triangle segmentation) for both Lena and Pine images
separately

5. Conclusion
In the proposed scheme of colour image compression, the
figure of merit like PSNR (with respect to the processed
image compared to the unprocessed image) does not
show remarkable improvement when isosceles triangle
based segmentation is taken. Compression ratio is also
increased marginally and it may occur due to the dual
complexity of the RGB colour scheme and partitioned
iteration on triangular shaped topology on image plane.
On the contrary, when HSI scheme is used and each
channel is processed separately, the PSNR increased to
a lesser extent as noise in image signal does not inherently dependent on the colour scheme. Execution times
of the whole process of the entire system have been found
to decrease around 8% to 9% for HSI scheme compared
to that obtained in RGB scheme. The compression ratio
has been found to increase nearly ten times for HSI
scheme compared with those obtained in RGB scheme
and it holds good for facial images and natural objects
and sceneries. The modified HIS scheme has taken up the
non linear variation of saturation viz. in sinusoidal, exponential and polynomial form. The overall results have
shown that this non linear approach gives higher values
of PSNR and processing speed during encoding but with
lower values of compression ratio compared to RGB and
normal HSI scheme. This has happened due to attaining
lower self similarity for non linear change in the saturation in the same image. The present study is expected to
provide some new idea about the better applicability of
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